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For applications in electrical vehicles (EVs), battery cells
(BCs) are normally connected in series to meet the voltage and
capacity requirements [1]-[2]. However, due to differences in
operating conditions and internal characteristics, battery cells
may suffer from imbalance problems, mainly imbalance of
remaining effective capacities and state-of-charges (SOCs) [3].
Imbalance may harm the total effective capacity greatly and
reduce charge-discharge life cycles. In recent years with rapid
development of EV, battery imbalance has attracted more
attention and many literature focusing on this have been
reported. Related surveys can be found in [4]-[5].
Balancing strategy plays an important role for balancing
performance. Since there is an identified relationship between
the open circuit voltage (OCV) and the SOC of the battery cell,
some balancing algorithms are based on monitoring OCV [6][8]. However, a small bias in the OCV may reflects large
difference of SOC, for the OCV of a cell is almost a constant in
the middle SOC range. Therefore, the balancing based on
monitoring SOC directly may be more beneficial and hence are
preferred in many literatures [9]-[14]. These SOC-based
balancing strategies normally aim to synchronize SOC of all
battery cells for the maximized capacity. Whereas, with SOCsynchronized strategy the balancing execution is always needed
to synchronize SOCs of batter cells with different capacities,
which tends to worsen efficiency and speed up aging.

II.

BATTERY BALANCING STRATEGY

A. Battery Imbalance
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In order to achieve good performance in both improving
battery capacity and prolonging cycle life, this paper proposes a
novel 50%SOC-aligned battery balancing strategy. All the
battery cells are charged and discharges equally, and the SOCs
are aligned to 50%. For better flexibility and modularization,
bidirectional buck/boost converters are implemented as the
balancing nodes (BNs) and constitute a decentralized structure.
Each individual BN and its control is independent, which
makes the design modular, simple and flexible.
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In addition, there are many discussions about the active
balancing circuits. The most popular kinds are capacitor-based
balancing circuits [15]-[16], inductor-based balancing circuits
[17]-[18] and transformer-based circuits [19]-[20]. The circuit
topologies can be Buck, Boost, Flyback, Buck/Boost, H-bridge
and so on [21]-[23].

Remaining

Abstract—Focusing on the problem of serial cell imbalance
in lithium-ion batteries applied in electric vehicles (EVs), this
paper presents an active battery balancing method based on
state-of-charge (SOC). The basic principle of the proposed
balancing method is aligning battery cell SOCs to 50% and
making sure all the cells are charged and discharges equally, so
that good performance in improving capacity and anti-aging can
be achieved. In this method, bidirectional Buck/Boost converters
are implemented as the balancing nodes (BNs), and constitute a
decentralized structure. Each individual BN and its control is
independent, which makes the design modular, simple and
flexible. The experimental results show the good performance of
the proposed method in improving battery capacity and
extending cycle life.
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FIGURE I. DEMONSTRATION OF BATTERY CELL CAPACITY LOSS

In application, a battery pack is normally consist of a
number of battery cells for higher voltage and capacity. At the
very beginning, these battery cells get almost no capacity loss.
However, aging leads to capacity loss as shown in Figure I.
What’s worse, due to the internal differences (like selfdischarge differences) and external difference (like
temperature), more and more variance in capacity loss and
SOC will appear to battery cells in the same pack, as shown in
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Figure II. The imbalance will reduce the total effective capacity
and aggravate the differentiation and aging.
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FIGURE II. BATTERY PACK WITH CAPACITY LOSS AND
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FIGURE IV. DEMONSTRATION OF PROPOSED 50%SOC-ALIGNED
BALANCING STRATEGY
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For better description, the remaining effective capacity and
SOC of the battery cell k are defined as Qk and SOCk, and the
total remaining effective capacity and SOC of the battery pack
as Qtot and SOCtot.
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FIGURE V. DEMONSTRATION OF PROPOSED 50%SOC-ALIGNED
BALANCING STRATEGY

Assume the operation range of SOCtot in a charge-discharge
cycle as [SOCtot_min, SOCtot_max], and the operation range of
SOCk as [SOCk_min, SOCk_max ]. Define the mapped SOCk by the




50%SOC-aligned standard as SOCk , then the SOCk can be
calculated as (1). Consequently, only if all the mapped
SOCtot = 100%

FIGURE III. DEMONSTRATION OF PREVIOUS SOC-SYNCHRONIZED
BALANCING STRATEGY

Figure III shows the demonstration of previous SOCsynchronized balancing strategy. The SOCs of all battery cells
are always kept at the same level. All the battery cells are
synchronously charged and discharged. This strategy is able to
maximize the total effective capacity. However, in order to
synchronize all the SOCs, the balancing execution is always
needed, which reduces battery efficiency. When SOCs are
equalized, battery cells with different capacities hold different
electric charges, which means the cells with less capacity are
supposed to go through more energy transfer (charged and
discharged by balancing nodes) in a charge-discharge cycle.
This will speed up the aging of the cells with less capacity and
aggregate the cells imbalance.
Unlike the SOC-synchronized strategy, the 50%SOCaligned strategy does not equalize the SOCs all the time. The
SOCs of each cell may be different in a charge-discharge cycle.
But they are balanced to ensure the SOCs are symmetrical
about 50%. It can be observed in Figure IV that, after 50%
SOC aligning, the total equivalent SOC of battery pack SOCtot
is consistent with the weakest battery cell. Other battery cell
SOCk is not consistent with the SOCtot, but approximately
conform to a mapping relationship as shown in Figure V.
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BATTERY BALANCING CIRCUITS

III.
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FIGURE VI. CIRCUITS OF THE BALANCING NODE.

With good flexibility and modularization capability,
bidirectional Buck-Boost converter is selected as the balancing
circuit topology and works as the balancing node (BN) as
shown in Figure VI. A BN connects two battery cells, and
transfer energy between them. The transferring direction,
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current and transferred energy are all controlled by switches S1
and S2. For example, when S2 is off and S1 operates, the
energy is transferred from BC #n to BC #n+1.
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FIGURE IX. EXPERIMENTAL RESULT OF THE TOTAL EFFECTIVE
CAPACITY IMPROVED BY DESIGNED BALANCING SYSTEM.
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FIGURE VII. MULTILEVEL DISTRIBUTED BALANCING NODE
STRUTURE FOR K CELLS.

Balancing nodes can combined to constitute a multilevel
distributed balancing structure to balance more number of
connected battery cells. Figure VII shows the example of K
battery cells. The basic rule is that, the higher level BNs are in
charge of the adjacent lower level BNs. In this way, the energy
can be transferred between any battery cells. Normally, for a
battery pack consisting of K battery cells, K-1 balancing nodes
are needed.
IV.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Figure VIII shows the experimental setup. An EV battery
pack is consist of 24 battery cells. The battery pack is designed
to have output voltage of 80V and capacity of 60Ah.
Balancing node

More than 2500 charge-discharge cycles are experienced to
test anti-aging performance of the proposed balancing method.
The result is given in Figure X. It shows the cycle life is
extended from about 1000 to 2000 with the help of proposed
balancing method (EV battery cycle life end is normally
defined by 20% capacity loss). These results proves the
proposed balancing method shows good performance in
extending cycle life.
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FIGURE X. CHARGE-DISCHARGE CYCLE LIFE TEST RESULTS
FIGURE VIII. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP: BATTERY BACK WITH 24
BATTERY CELLS

In order to verify the performance of the proposed
balancing method in improving total battery capacity,
experiment has been carried out on a battery pack with
imbalance. The imbalanced battery cells have capacities
ranging from 62Ah to 66Ah and SOCs from 45% to 90% at
first. As shown in Figure IX, before the balancing system is
turned on, the total effective capacity of the battery pack is only
about 28Ah. Whereas, about 8 charge-discharge cycles after the
balancing system is turned on, the total effective capacity goes
up to 62Ah. This result shows the proposed balancing method
is capable of balancing the battery well and improving battery
capacity quickly.

In conclusion, these experimental results proves this
proposed balancing method is effective in improving battery
capacity and extending cycle life.
V.

CONCLUSIONS

This paper introduces a novel 50%SOC-aligned active EV
battery balancing method based on state-of-charge (SOC). The
detailed balancing strategy and circuits are illustrated in this
paper. Finally, the experimental results show this active
balancing method is excellent in improving battery capacity
and extending cycle life. In the future work, it is expected to
design specific integrated circuit to accomplish node-level
balancing control for better simplicity and speed, and to apply
this method to more commercial EV batteries and verify the
performance with wider experiments.
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